
Can you get off Starkiller Base before it’s too late? 
	  

***New from HASBRo and Lucasfilm 
	  

Star Wars: The Force Awakens  

“Escape from Starkiller Base” 
	  
Pick your side? Are you a power-hungry soldier of the First Order? 
Or, are you a freedom fighter for the Resistance? 
 
Thirty years after the Rebellion  threw off the yoke of oppression 
from the Galactic Empire, the First Order that rose in its place has 
decimated the democratically-elected New Republic  with a 
horrifying weapon: Starkiller Base. 
 
A hundred times the size of the Empire’s original Death Star, 
Starkiller Base not only can destroy a whole planet but an entire star 
system from halfway across the galaxy! 
 
However, there is a flaw with this deadly weapon, and the 
Resistance led by General Leia Organa  has sent a squadron of her 
best pilots—commanded by the fearless Poe Dameron—to exploit 
this flaw. However, Poe’s squadron needs a crack team on the 
ground of Starkiller Base to bring down the planet’s defense shield 
before the Resistance’s X-Wing fighters can attack. 
 
You’re either a member of that elite Resistance infiltration unit, or 
part of the First Order sworn to defend the base at all costs. 
Unfortunately, now you find yourself trapped on a doomed world! 
 
The base’s destruction is imminent, as the Resistance has managed 
to destroy its thermal oscillator—the only thing that keeps the 
massive amount of solar blast energy for the star system-killing 
weapon under control. 
 
You and two of your team have to find a way to get off Starkiller Base 
before it explodes into the cosmos! 
 
And the clock is ticking! 
 
 
 



* * * 
 
This new and exciting game from HASBRO®  and Lucasfilm™  will  
have you on the edge of your seat as you play a board game the likes 
of which you have never seen before! 
 
Using a state-of-the-art mobile app, WiFi Internet access technology, 
and Bluetooth™ device connectivity, this board game will set the 
standard for future table-top in-person multiplayer games of the 21st 
Century. 
 
Use your iPad, Surface, or any compatible device to connect with 
the mini-touchscreens on the game’s oversized interactive board. 
 
Each player will  choose from one of six Star Wars  characters: Rey, 
Finn, Han  Solo, Kylo Ren, Captain Phasma, or General Hux. They will 
then fire up the game’s app on the tablet, and begin playing the most 
exciting board game in the universe! 
 
When a player rolls the ethereal Force Dice  on the tablet they are 
given a set of instructions to follow along the board. Their mini-
touch screens at their stations will display actions such as: steal a 
TIE-fighter, commandeer the Millennium Falcon, or fight your way 
through a platoon of Stormtroopers. 
 
But beware! There’s danger and challenges at every turn from 
battling enemies (First Order & Resistance); battling nature as the 
planet falls apart beneath your feet; battling Force-powered 
creatures; to battling each other blaster-to-blaster, lightsaber-to-
lightsaber! 
 
Filled with amazing cinematic cut scenes between gameplay (as if 
they were taken right from the movie), climactic struggles, fantastic 
adventures, and hours of fun, Star Wars: The Force Awakens™ – 
Escape from Starkiller Base®  will  be the greatest board game you 
have ever played! 
 
And there’s more! 
 
With the VR Extension Option, players can jack in their Oculus Rift®  
VR headset and gloves for a truly 3D Virtual Reality experience of 
this epic game that’ll  take you to a galaxy far, far away and 
beyond!!! 
 
Retails for $199.99, tablet device and WiFi Internet access not included, Star Wars: The Force Awakens™ – Escape From Starkiller Base®  
app is a free download from the Apple™ App Store, Microsoft™ Store, and Google™ Play. 


